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Fly the Kite

New Sound
- /igh/ - Long vowel - i
New Words
- my, fly, sky, kite
Plot Summary
Max and his friends go kite flying. They almost lose
the kite in a tree. Pip asks if he can fly with the kite; the
friends attach a box to the kite and put Pip in it. Up in
the air the string holding the box breaks and Pip falls,
and is rescued by Nan. Pip learns a lesson and the
friends learn to be careful.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 6: What does the kite hit?
2. page 7: Who climbs up the tree to get the kite?
3. page 10: What does Mit do to help Pip fly?
4. page 11: Who does Pip see from his ride on the kite?
5. page13: How does Nan save Pip when he falls?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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“What is in that box, Max?
Can we play with it?”

“It is my big red kite.
Today, we will all fly my kite.”
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“We need to check the kite.
We need to check that all is well.”

“Run with it, Mit.
Make it fly in the sky.”
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“See it fly up and up.
The kite is a red spot in the sky.”

“No! The kite will hit that tree.
My kite will be lost.”
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“Mit will go up the tree to get my kite.”
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“Check the kite. Will it fly?”
“Get this back on it and it will fly.”
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“I wish to fly in the sky.
Can I go on the kite and fly?”
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“We will make Pip a box
and fit it on the kite.”
“Pip can sit in the box
and fly in the sky.”

“See me! I can fly. This is fun.
I can see Zip the Zebra on the hill.”

“No! The box fell.
Help! Help me! I cannot fly.
I lost my box.”
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Nan has Pip.
Nan can fly very well.

“I do not wish to fly in the sky.
I wish to be on my feet.”
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